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Abstract
Several methods to compress suffix trees were defined, most of them with the aim of obtaining compact (that is, space eco-
nomical) index structures. Besides this practical aspect, a compression method can reveal structural properties of the resulting data
structure, allowing a better understanding of it and a better estimation of its performances.
In this paper, we propose a simple method to compress suffix trees by merging couples of nodes. This idea was already used
in the literature in a context different from ours. The originality of our approach is that the nodes we merge are not chosen with
respect to their subtrees (which is difficult to test algorithmically), nor with respect to the words spelled along branches (which
usually requires testing several branches before finding the good one) but with respect to their position in the tree (which is easy
to compute). Another particularity of our method is it needs to read no edge label: it is exclusively based on the topology of the
suffix tree. The compact structure resulting after compression is the factor/suffix oracle introduced by Allauzen, Crochemore and
Raffinot whose accepted language includes the accepted language of the corresponding suffix tree.
The interest of our paper is therefore threefold:
1. A topology-based compression method is defined for (compact) suffix trees.
2. A new property of a factor/suffix oracle is established, that is, like a DAG, it results from the corresponding suffix tree after a
linear number of appropriate node mergings; unlike a DAG, the merged nodes do not necessarily have isomorphical subtrees.
3. A new algorithm to transform a suffix tree into a factor/suffix oracle is given, which has linear running time and thus improves
the quadratic complexity previously known for the same task.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The need to efficiently solve pattern matching problems lead to the definition of several indexing structures: given
a text, these structures allow to store the text, to have a fast access to it and to quickly execute certain operations
on data. Suffix arrays, suffix automata, suffix trees are classical structures which can be implemented in linear time
with respect to the text size, but still require a too important (although linear) amount of space. Several techniques for
reducing the memory space needed by index implementation were developed (see [5] for a survey).
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consider the index structures as automata, whose accepted language is or contains the suffix/factor set of the text
to be stored. Compression (a term used for instance by Gusfield [6]) consists in reducing the size of a given data
structure by merging and/or eliminating parts of it. Language approximation (a term used by Crochemore [5]) allows
to define indexes whose accepted languages strictly include the suffix or factor set of the stored text. Compression
and language approximation can be performed separately or together. Two examples where compression does not
change the accepted language are the compaction of a suffix tree (see [5] or Section 2.1 below) and the construction
of a DAG by repeatedly merging nodes with identical subtrees in a suffix tree (see [6]). An example where language
approximation is obtained without compaction is the construction of a factor/suffix oracle [1,2]. The factor/suffix
oracle is an automaton whose main features are a very small (although not minimum) size and an accepted language
which contains (i.e. is not necessarily identical to) the set of factor/suffixes of the stored text. We then say that the
factor/suffix oracle performs a weak factor recognition, by opposition to the strong (or exact) factor recognition
performed by indexes which only accept the factors/suffixes of the stored text. A simple, space economical and linear
on-line algorithm to build factor/suffix oracles is given in [1], together with some applications to pattern matching.
Other applications to pattern matching, finding maximal repeats and text compression can be found in [7–10] and [11].
The first (and only, by now) characterization of the language recognized by the factor/suffix oracle is combinatorial,
and can be found in [13].
Compression and language approximation were used together in [3,4] in order to show that factor/suffix oracles
can be obtained by compression from suffix trees. Both these methods are inefficient from an algorithmic viewpoint
and the reason is they are based on spelling words along paths. On the contrary, the compression method we define
in this paper, which also performs language approximation, is topology-based: it only uses the topology of the tree
(including the length of the branches) and the leaf numbers to decide (arithmetically) which nodes have to be merged.
There are at least two major advantages of such a method: (1) we do not need to know for which text the suffix tree was
built; (2) the identification of the nodes to be merged is algorithmically easy. While the latter advantage is obvious,
the former one may need a precision: as we are able to show that when no more contraction is possible, the resulting
automaton is the factor/suffix oracle, (1) implies that the topology of the suffix tree alone is sufficient to deduce the
topology of the factor/suffix oracle. The stored text is of no use during the compression.
The intermediate automata obtained after each merging are all deterministic and homogeneous. The structure of
the suffix tree and its accepted language are thus subjected to progressive transformations which should allow, when
deeply analyzed, to obtain important results on factor/suffix oracles based on already known results on suffix trees.
Among these potential results one could have a more explicit characterization (compared to that in [13]) of the lan-
guage accepted by the suffix/factor oracle, with possible impact on the average complexity of algorithms like BOM
(see [1]); theoretical results on the predictive efficiency of factor/suffix oracles, to be compared with the experimental
results obtained in [12]; statistical results on the average size of factor/suffix oracles.
It is worth noticing that besides its theoretical interest that we underlined above, the compression method we
define has an algorithmic interest, as it performs a linear number of steps. The transformation of a suffix tree into
a factor/suffix oracle thus takes only linear time, improving the previous best time for the same task (which was
quadratic, see [4]).
After recalling the main definitions in Section 2, we present in Sections 3, 4, 5, 6 respectively the compression
method, the main properties of the intermediate automata, the main theorem and the linear complexity of the com-
pression method.
2. Trees and automata
Let s = s1s2 . . . sm be a sequence of length |s| = m on a finite alphabet Σ . Given integers i, j , 1 i  j m, we
denote s[i . . . j ] = sisi+1 . . . sj and call this word a factor of s. A suffix of s is a factor of s one of whose occurrences
ends in position m. The ith suffix of s, denoted Suff s(i), is the suffix s[i . . .m] and has length m+ 1 − i. A prefix of s
is a factor of s one of whose occurrences starts in position 1. The ith prefix of s is the prefix s[1 . . . i]. Say that a suffix
of s is maximal if it is not identical to s and it is not the prefix of another suffix of s.
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2.1. The suffix tree
The suffix tree ST(s) of s is a deterministic automaton built using the sequence s$, where $ is a new character that
we add to Σ . The underlying graph of ST(s) is a rooted tree, its initial state is the root of the tree and its final states
are its m+ 1 = |s| + 1 leaves. The leaf number i, considered as a state, is denoted leaf (i) and the only word accepted
in state leaf (i) is Suff s$(i). In the non-compact version of the suffix tree, transitions are labeled with letters in Σ . The
compact version is obtained from the non-compact version by discarding all states (excepting the root) which have
only one outgoing transition and creating new transitions labeled with factors of s to replace the missing paths.
Example 1. Fig. 1 presents the non-compact and compact version of ST(s), when s = aabbaabbbaba. The only word
accepted in leaf (2) is abbaabbbaba$, that is Suff s$(2). The suffix Suff s(11) of s is not maximal in s, and this feature
can be identified on the non-compact ST(s) by noticing that the father of leaf (11) has more than one child. In the
compact version of ST(s), the criterion is slightly different.
An important role will be played in the paper by the branches of the suffix tree. The kth branch (1 k m+ 1) of
ST(s), denoted βk , is the directed path from the root to leaf (k), used to accept Suff s$(k). The directed subpath of βk
defined by the states u and v (in this order along βk) is denoted βk[u . . . v]. Its length |βk[u . . . v]| is the number of its
transitions; βk[u . . . v] stands for the word spelled along the path βk[u . . . v]. Notice that |βk[u . . . v]| = |βk[u . . . v]| in
the non-compact suffix tree, but |βk[u . . . v]| |βk[u . . . v]| in the compact suffix tree.
Example 2. In Fig. 1, the 4th branch of ST(s), denoted β4, is the directed path spelling baabbbaba$. If u is the
state ending the spelling of the word ba and v is the state leaf (4), then β4[u . . . v] is the directed subpath of β4 with
extremities u and v; β4[u . . . v] spells the word abbbaba$ = β4[u . . . v]. The length |β4[u . . . v]| of β4[u . . . v] is 8 in
the non-compact suffix tree and 1 in the compact suffix tree; the length |β4[u . . . v]| of β4[u . . . v] (which is the word
abbbbaba$) is 8 both in the non-compact and compact suffix tree.
2.2. The factor/suffix oracle
The factor/suffix oracle of s is a deterministic automaton for weak factor recognition. It has m + 1 states denoted
0,1,2, . . . ,m, exactly m internal transitions from i to i +1 labeled si+1 and at most m−1 external transitions from i
to j (i + 1 < j ) labeled sj . Consequently, the oracle is homogeneous, that is, all the transitions incoming to a given
state have the same label. Each state is final in the factor oracle, while only the states ending the spelling of a suffix of s
(including the empty one) are final in the suffix oracle (see Fig. 2 for the suffix oracle of s = aabbaabbbaba). One
can easily define a compact version of the factor/suffix oracle by similarity with compact suffix trees (by discarding
vertices with indegree one and outdegree one).
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The factor/suffix oracle was introduced in [1] and can be built using an on-line linear algorithm. The algorithm we
give here (also proposed in [1]) is quadratic, but more intuitive. In the algorithm, Oracle(s) denotes indifferently the
factor or suffix oracle.
Algorithm Build Oracle [1]
Input: Sequence s.
Output: Oracle(s).
for i from 0 to m do
create a new state i;
for i from 0 to m − 1 do
build a new transition from i to i + 1 by si+1;
for i from 0 to m − 1 do
let u be a minimum length word whose reading ends in state i;
for all σ ∈ Σ , σ = si+1 do
if uσ is a factor of s[i − |u| + 1 . . .m] then
let j , i − |u| + 1 j m, be the end position of the first occurrence of uσ in s[i − |u| + 1 . . .m];
build a transition from i to j by σ .
It is shown in [1] that the minimum length word accepted in state i by the factor oracle is unique for each i,
0 i m.
3. The compression method
The compression method we propose in this section starts with the suffix tree of a sequence s and performs nodes
mergings until the resulting automaton has |s| + 1 states.
For the sake of simplicity, we present the compression method on the non-compact variant of ST(s), but there are
very few changes to perform when ST(s) is compact.
The definitions and notations we proposed in Section 2.1 concerning the branches of the suffix tree remain valid in
the intermediate automata our method builds.
3.1. Intuitive description
An example of the execution of our method (that will be called Algorithm CompreST in the remaining of the paper)
is given in Fig. 3. The algorithm considers, at each step i, two states ui and u′i which are contracted. The result of this
contraction is a new state whose outgoing transitions are identical to those of ui and whose incoming transitions are
the union of the incoming transitions of ui and u′i . It is convenient to assume that the new state is still denoted ui . The
children of u′i and their subtrees are removed from the automata during the contraction.
The two states ui and u′i are identified, at each step, on two specific branches of the current automaton:
1. The state u′i is always on the horizontal branch (see Fig. 3) which spells the word s$ (in our case, it spells
s$ = aabbaabbbaba$) and which is called the main branch. Because of the contractions, the main branch is
modified at each step i (although it always spells the same word). Thus, its leaf number changes too; therefore,
this number is denoted Li in step i, so that the leaf of the main branch, regarded as a state, is denoted leaf (Li).
2. The state ui is always on the branch with minimum leaf number ki such that (1) ki > Li and (2) the father of
leaf (ki) in the non-compact suffix tree has the out-degree 1 (an equivalent condition is that ki > Li and Suff s(ki)
is a maximal suffix of s). A leaf number k satisfying (1) and (2) will be called strong.
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aabbaabbbaba$. The gray states are final.
Once the main branch (denoted β0) and the branch βki are identified as indicated, ui and u′i are defined according
to the rules: ui is the first state of βki which follows the branching state of β0 and βki ; u′i is the state of β0 which
ensures that the word spelled along β0 between u′i and the leaf leaf (Li) of β0 is the same as the word spelled along
βki between ui and the leaf leaf (ki) of βki .
To fix the terminology, we will say that branch βki is bent along the main branch.
Example 3. In Fig. 3, in step 1, k1 = 2 thus x1 is the state which ends the spelling of the word a. Then u′1 is considered
on β0 such that the words read between u′1 and leaf (1) on the one hand, and between u1 and leaf (2) on the other
hand be the same, namely baabbbaba$. In the resulting automaton B1, leaf numbers 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 are strong, but
11, 12, 13 are not (we will say that these leaf numbers are weak). Moreover, it can be remarked that Li and ki do not
always have consecutive values: in step 4, L4 = 4, while k4 = 7.
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In this subsection we make more formal the intuitive definitions and the algorithm presented in the preceding
subsection.
Given a sequence s, Algorithm CompreST (see below) starts with the automata B0 = ST(s) and successively builds
the automaton Bi from the automaton Bi−1 (i  1) using the function bend. The states identified on Bi−1 are indexed
with i (and not i − 1) which corresponds to the step number. In each automaton Bi (i  0), there exists a unique
branch which spells the word s$, called the main branch and always denoted β0. Its leaf number is Li in Bi−1 and,
immediately after the step i, it becomes Li+1 in Bi (see Fig. 3).
A leaf number t > Li+1 of Bi is called strong (weak, respectively) if Suff s(t) is a maximal (not maximal, respec-
tively) suffix of s; or, equivalently, if the parent of leaf (t) in ST(s) (non-compact) has exactly one child (at least two
children, respectively). The corresponding leaves and branches will be called strong and weak respectively.
Example 4. In Fig. 3, the automaton B2 has the strong leaf numbers 4, 7, 8, 9. Thus L4,L7,L8,L9 are the strong
leaves of B2 and β4, β7, β8, β9 are its strong branches. On the contrary, 11, 12 and 13 are weak leaf numbers, so that
the corresponding leaves and branches are weak too.
Let u,v be two distinct states of Bi situated on the same branch βj . Then v is said deeper than u along βj if
the subpath of βj from root to v contains u. The branching state of two branches in Bi is the deepest state which is
common to the two branches.
Example 5. In Fig. 3, in B2 the state u′3 is deeper than the state u2 along β0. The branching state of β3 and β4 is x3.
Given two distinct states u,u′ of Bi , the operation of contraction of u and u′ (in this order) consists in (a) replacing
each transition incoming to u′ by a transition with the same start point and incoming to u, and (b) removing the part
of the automaton which is disconnected from the root. The resulting state u is called a contracted state.
Remark 1. Notice that the state u is not replaced by another state: it only receives another incoming transition.
Consequently, all the states of an automaton Bi were already states of the preceding automata B0,B1, . . . ,Bi−1.
In the algorithm below, the notation (x, γ,u) corresponds to a transition from x to u by γ , with γ ∈ Σ as long as
we refer to the non-compact suffix tree.
Algorithm CompreST
Input: ST(s)
Output: automaton B(s)
B0 := ST(s);
β0:=β1; /main branch/
L1 := 1; /the leaf number of the main branch/
i := 1;
while (Bi−1 has at least one strong leaf) do
ki := the minimum strong leaf number in Bi−1;
Bi := bend(Bi−1, ki,Li);
Li+1 := ki ;
i := i + 1
mark the parent of each weak leaf as final;
remove all the weak leaves;
mark the parent of leaf (Li) as final;
remove leaf (Li);
call B(s) the resulting automaton;
Return B(s).
Function bend(Bi−1, ki,Li )
Input: Bi−1, ki,Li
Output: new automaton Bi
xi := the branching state of β0 and βki ;
(xi, γi, ui) := the transition going out from xi on βki ;
u′i := the state of β0 such that |β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)]|
and |βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)]| are equal;
contract ui and u′i ;
β0 := the new path spelling s$;
call Bi the resulting automaton;
Return Bi
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of bending the branch βki of Bi−1 is an automaton Bi which has less branches than Bi−1 and one more external
transition. The final automaton B(s) has only one branch (the main one) and as many external transitions as the
number of steps that have been performed.
Remark 2. In each automaton Bi , all the leaves but Li+1 are either weak or strong. Moreover, all the strong leaf
numbers are smaller than all the weak leaf numbers. Both these affirmations are implied (using a simple induction) by
the observation that if, for some index j , Suff s(j) is not a maximal suffix of s then Suff s(j + 1), Suff s(j + 2), . . . are
not maximal either.
Remark 3. Notice that in Algorithm CompreST, the labels of the transitions are never used. The notation γi (in
function bend) will only be used in the proof. Similarly, β0 is defined in function bend as the new path spelling s$,
but this path does not need to be explicitly computed. It is implicitly known at each step. Therefore our method is
exclusively based on the topology of the suffix tree.
4. Properties of the automata Bi
In this section we present the results we need to deduce, in the next section, that the automaton B(s) built by
the algorithm CompreST is identical to the suffix oracle SO(s) of s. The reader will surely notice that the proof is
very technical, while the algorithm itself is rather simple. The following subsections present the main features of the
automata Bi , i = 1,2, . . . , h (where h denotes the number of executions of the while loop).
We will call a step of the algorithm CompreST any execution of the while loop. The ith step is then executed
on Bi−1 and is identified by the 7-tuple (i,Li, ki, xi, γi, ui, u′i ), where Li is the end state of the main branch at the
beginning of the ith step and the other variables (but ki ) are computed in the function bend. The automaton obtained
at the end of the ith step is denoted Bi . Thus in Bi the main branch β0 of Bi ends with the state Li+1 = ki and Bi still
contains the states xi, ui but not u′i . Moreover, it contains states ki+1, xi+1, ui+1, u′i+1.
In Bi , we have that:
(1) the branches βj with 1 j  Li+1 − 1 do not exist anymore (either they were bent, or they have been removed
during a contraction);
(2) a branch βj with Li+1 < j  m + 1 either exists and is strong/weak, or does not exist anymore (it has been
removed during a contraction).
Since a conserved branch is not modified at all by the algorithm, the notation βk is not ambiguous and will be the
same in all the automata Bi built during the algorithm.
4.1. Contraction progress
Two of the properties proved in this subsection can be easily noticed on the example in Fig. 3. First, the states
u1, u2, . . . resulting from contractions have non decreasing depth along the main branch. Second, in Bi−1 the words
β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)] and βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)] used in the bend function satisfy a stronger property than the required one:
they are identical.
The third property comes as an answer to the question: could we know, by simply analyzing B0 = ST(s), which
branches will be bent during the algorithm? The answer is positive, but the proof is out of our purposes. Instead, we
will simply notice that if a branch βt is bent along the main branch in some step i (thus t = ki ), then one can identify
directly on ST(s): (1) the branching state xi of βt (= βki ) and β0 identified during the execution of bend(Bi−1, t,Li);
(2) the length of the path joining xi to leaf (t) in Bi−1. Indeed, xi is obtained by choosing the deepest state of βt
which is shared with another branch βj , j < t . The length of the path joining xi to leaf (t) will be the same in all the
automata Bi containing the branch βt , thus equal to that in ST(s).
Example 6. Consider ST(s) (that is B0) in Fig. 3, and assume we want to compute, by analyzing ST(s) exclusively,
which will be the branching state x between β7 and β0 just before β7 is bent (this will happen later in some step i).
According to the affirmation above, which will be proved thereafter, one has to find in ST(s) the deepest state of β7
which is shared with another branch βj , j < t . This state is the one which finishes the spelling of bb in ST(s) since this
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the affirmation above, we also have that the path β7[x . . . leaf (7)] of ST(s) should not change during the contractions
1,2, . . . , i − 1. The reader may verify that in step i = 4, when β7 is effectively bent, these affirmations are verified.
Let v be a state and t > Li+1 be a leaf number of Bi . Then we denote:
• min(v,Bi) the minimum length word read along a path joining the root to v in Bi .
• lm(v,Bi) the length of min(v,Bi).
• h(t,Bi) the common state of βt with some branch βj , 0 j < t , in Bi such that h(t,Bi) is as deep as possible
with this property along βt .
• lpath(t,Bi) = |βt [h(t,Bi) . . . leaf (t)]|, the number of transitions on the path βt [h(t,Bi) . . . leaf (t)].
• lword(t,Bi) = |βt [h(t,Bi) . . . leaf (t)]|, the length of the word read along βt [h(t,Bi) . . . leaf (t)].
Notice that lpath(t,Bi) = lword(t,Bi) in the non-compact version of the suffix tree, but lpath(t,Bi) lword(t,Bi)
in its compact version.
Example 7. In Fig. 3, the state v which ends the reading of the word bb in B3 was equally present in B2 (since it
was not involved in the contraction of u3 and u′3), in B1 (since it was on the conserved branch β3) and in B0 (since it
was not involved in the contraction of u1 and u′1). Similarly, the state is conserved in the automata B4,B5 (and thus
in B(s)). Moreover, we have min(v,B1) = min(v,B2) = · · · = min(v,B5) = bb, thus lm(v,B1) = lm(v,B2) = · · · =
lm(v,B5) = 2.
Example 8. In Fig. 3, we have h(9,B3) = u3, lpath(9,B3) = 3 = lword(9,B3) since the tree is non-compact. In its
compact version, lpath(9,B3) = 1. It can be noticed that all these values are preserved if B3 is replaced with B0.
Claim 1. The automata Bi (0 i  h) obtained in Algorithm CompreST have the following properties:
(a) The values h(t,Bi), lpath(t,Bi), lword(t,Bi) are constant over all i such that t > Li+1 is a leaf number of Bi
(denote them h(t), lpath(t), lword(t) respectively). Moreover, if 1 < t < t ′ then lword(t) lword(t ′). In addition,
in the ith step (i  1) of the Algorithm CompreST, xi = h(ki).
(b) In Bi (i  2), the last contracted state ui is situated on the path β0[ui−1 . . . leaf (Li+1)]. The case where ui
replaces ui−1 is possible and holds if and only if lword(ki) = lword(ki−1).
(c) β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)] and βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)] are identical words in the definition of the function bend.
Proof of Claim 1. We prove (a). By induction on i, we first show that the values h(t,Bq), lpath(t,Bq), lword(t,Bq)
are constant over all q , 0 q  i (assuming t > Lq+1 is a leaf number of Bq ). Denote z(t,Bi) the minimum number
j , 0 j < t , such that h(t,Bi) is, in Bi , a branching state of βt and of βj . Let root be the root of Bi (it is the same
state for all the values i).
When i = 0, the statement is obviously true. Now, assume the statement is true for i − 1  0 and let prove it for
i > 0. Let t = ki,Li be a leaf number of Bi−1, and call v the state closest to leaf (t) among the branching states of βt
with βki and with βLi respectively. Note that by Remark 2, t > ki > Li . See Fig. 4.
Case I) If v is situated on βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)], then either z(t,Bi−1) = ki , or ki < z(t,Bi−1) < t and in this case the
branching state h(t,Bi−1) of βz(t,Bi−1) and βt is an internal state of βt [v . . . leaf (t)]. After the contraction, h(t,Bi) =
h(t,Bi−1) (since the subtree rooted at ui is not modified by the contraction). Moreover, the definitions of lpath(., .)
and lword(., .) ensure that these values are not changed either.
Case II) If v is situated on β0[xi . . . u′i] (v = u′i ), then either z(t,Bi−1) = Li or ki < z(t,Bi−1) < t and in this case
the branching state h(t,Bi−1) of βz(t,Bi−1) and βt is an internal state of βt [v . . . leaf (t)]. After the contraction, none
of the values h(., .), lpath(., .), lword(., .) changes.
Case III) If v is situated on β0[root . . . xi], then nothing changes after the contraction.
Case IV) If v is situated on β0[u′ . . . leaf (Li)], then after the contraction t is no more a leaf number.i
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Fig. 5. Affirmation lword(t + 1) lword(t) in Claim 1(a).
Remark 4. Note that z(t,Bi−1) is modified only in case I when h(t,Bi−1) = v; then z(t,Bi) = 0.
The induction is finished. Thus, h(t,Bi), lpath(t,Bi), lword(t,Bi) are constant over all the values i such that t >
Li+1 is a leaf number of Bi . With the new notation lword(t) = lword(t,Bi), we show now that lword(t) lword(t ′)
holds when t < t ′. Consider B0 = ST(s) and let show that, for each t > 1, lword(t + 1,B0) lword(t,B0).
See Fig. 5. As before, h(t,B0) is the branching state of βz(t,B0) and βt in B0 = ST(s). To simplify the notations, set
v = h(t,B0). Then the lm(v,B0) first characters of Suff s$(t) and Suff s$(z(t,B0)) are common, while the (lm(v,B0)+
1)th character is different. Consequently, Suff s$(t +1) and Suff s$(z(t,B0)+1) have their first lm(v,B0)−1 characters
in common, while the lm(v,B0)th character is different. Call v′ the common state of βt+1 and βz(t,B0)+1 where the
reading of their common prefix of length lm(v,B0) − 1 ends. Then, since we are in B0 = ST(s) and there is a unique
path joining the root to v′, we have that lm(v′,B0) = lm(v,B0)−1. Moreover, since z(t,B0)+1 < t +1, h(t +1,B0)
is either v′ or is deeper than v′ on βt+1. Consequently, by noticing that in ST(s) we have |βt [root . . . leaf (t)]| =
|Suff s$(t)| = m + 2 − t , we obtain that:
lword(t + 1,B0)
∣
∣βt+1
[
v′ . . . leaf (t + 1)]∣∣= m + 2 − (t + 1) − lm(v′,B0)
= m + 2 − t − lm(v,B0) =
∣∣βt
[
v . . . leaf (t)]∣∣= lword(t,B0).
Since lword(t + 1,B0) = lword(t + 1) and lword(t,B0) = lword(t), we have proved that lword(t + 1) lword(t).
This implies that for all t < t ′, we have lword(t ′) lword(t).
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To finish the proof of statement (a), we have to prove that in the ith step (i  1) of Algorithm CompreST, xi = h(ki).
We notice that in Bi−1 the only branch whose number j is less than ki is the main branch β0. Thus z(ki,Bi−1) = 0.
Therefore, h(ki) is, by definition of h(ki,Bi−1), the branching state of βz(ki ,Bi−1) and βki , thus xi .
To show (b), see Fig. 6 and notice that after the contraction yielding Bi−1 (involving branches Li−1 and ki−1),
the last state of the main branch is leaf (Li) = leaf (ki−1). Moreover, we have that ki > Li = ki−1. Thus, by (a),
lword(ki)  lword(ki−1). Now, xi−1 = h(ki−1) and xi = h(ki) again by (a), which imply that lword(ki−1) =
|βki−1 [xi−1 . . . leaf (ki−1)]| (in Bi−2) and lword(ki) = |βki [xi . . . leaf (ki)]| (in Bi−1).
With the main branch β0 in Bi−1, we have in Bi−1:
∣∣β0
[
u′i . . . leaf (Li)
]∣∣= ∣∣βki
[
ui . . . leaf (ki)
]∣∣= lword(ki) − 1 lword(ki−1) − 1
= ∣∣βki−1
[
ui−1 . . . leaf (ki−1)
]∣∣= ∣∣β0
[
ui−1 . . . leaf (Li)
]∣∣
since βki−1 and β0 are identical from ui−1 to the leaf, as ensured by the algorithm, and since Li = ki−1 as already
mentioned. Then (b) is proved.
To show (c), notice that by (b) there is no contracted state between u′i and Li on the main branch of Bi−1, so that
β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)] and βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)] are suffixes of the same length of s$. They are thus identical. 
4.2. Minimum words
The properties proved in this subsection concern the words read along a path going from the root to an arbitrary
vertex v. It is easy to see that there is at least one state c(v) which is common to all these paths: to find it, one starts
with v and we go backwards one transition as long as the current vertex is neither contracted nor the root. Thus,
assuming by convention that v is one of its own ancestors, we can define c(v) as the least ancestor of v which is a
contracted state (if such a vertex exists), or the root (otherwise).
This easy remark is used to show that the minimum word read along a path going from the root to an arbitrary
vertex v is unique and remains unchanged during the steps of Algorithm CompreST, as long as v is still present in the
current automaton. Moreover, this word is obtained by reading the minimum word corresponding to c(v) and then the
characters along the unique path going from c(v) to v.
Example 9. Recall that a state which is present in some automaton Bi was necessarily present in B0,B1, . . . ,Bi−1.
In Example 7, we presented an example of such a state, namely the state v which finishes the reading of bb in all the
automata Bi in Fig. 3. It is easy to verify that in all Bi , i = 1,2, . . . ,6, the word bb is the unique minimum word whose
reading ends in v. Moreover, in B0 and B1, v has no ancestor which is a contracted state, therefore there is a unique
path going from the root to v, and c(v) is by definition the root itself. In B2, c(v) = u2 and no change is performed
on c(v) in B3,B4,B5. In all the cases, the minimum word corresponding to c(v) is a prefix of bb, the minimum word
corresponding to v.
Claim 2. For each step number i (0 i  h) in Algorithm CompreST, we have the following properties:
(a) For each state v in Bi , min(v,Bi) is unique and is the same in all the automata Bi containing v (denote min(v) this
word and lm(v) its length). In addition, for each leaf number t of Bi (including t = Li+1), min(leaf (t)) =Suff s$(t)
and lm(leaf (t)) = m + 2 − t .
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(b) In Bi−1, lm(ui) < lm(u′i ) holds (1 i  h).
(c) For each state v of Bi and for all states y belonging the unique path from c(v) to v, min(y) is a prefix of min(v).
Proof of Claim 2. We use induction on i.
When i = 0, (a) is obviously true since for each state v of ST(s) there is exactly one path from the root to v. When
v = leaf (t) for a suffix number t , then by the definition of the suffix tree, the unique path from the root to v accepts
Suff s$(t). Its length is obviously m + 2 − t . There is nothing to prove in (b). In affirmation (c), the state c(v) is the
root and there is nothing to prove.
Now, let i  1 and assume Claim 2 is true for i − 1. Consider the ith step, which transforms Bi−1 into Bi (see
Fig. 7). We first show that the following property holds:
(P1) lm(ui,Bi−1) < lm(u′i ,Bi−1).
To see this, notice that in order to recognize min(leaf (ki)) (min(leaf (Li)) respectively), one has to use the state ui
(u′i respectively). Using Claim 1(b), we deduce that there is no contracted state on β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)]. Moreover, the
induction step ensures us that in Bi−1 affirmations (a) and (c) in Claim 2 hold, so that:
lm(ui,Bi−1) = lm
(
leaf (ki),Bi−1
)− ∣∣βki
[
ui . . . leaf (ki)
]∣∣= m + 2 − ki −
∣∣βki
[
ui . . . leaf (ki)
]∣∣
lm(u′i ,Bi−1) = lm
(
leaf (Li),Bi−1
)− ∣∣β0
[
u′i . . . leaf (Li)
]∣∣= m + 2 − Li −
∣
∣β0
[
u′i . . . leaf (Li)
]∣∣.
According to the function bend in Algorithm CompreST, |βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)]| = |β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)]|. Then we
deduce:
lm(u′i ,Bi−1) − lm(ui,Bi−1) = ki − Li > 0
and (P1) is proved.
We now prove (a) for Bi . According to the algorithm, the only states v of Bi whose minimum length word could
be changed during the contraction are situated in the subtree rooted at ui . By (P1), lm(ui,Bi−1) < lm(u′i ,Bi−1) so
that after the contraction of ui and u′i in Bi−1, the minimum length word whose reading ends in ui does not change
(and there is no supplementary word of the same length created by the contraction). Thus min(ui,Bi) = min(ui,Bi−1)
and lm(ui,Bi) = lm(ui,Bi−1). Consequently, for each v situated in the subtree of ui in Bi , the path used to read the
minimum length word is unchanged. Affirmation (a) is proved.
To prove (b), we simply notice that lm(ui,Bi−1) = lm(ui) and lm(u′i ,Bi−1) = lm(u′i ) and we use (P1).
To prove (c), we notice that the only states v for which c(v) changed are situated, in Bi , in the subtree rooted
in ui . In this case, c(v) is now equal to ui and we have to show that min(ui) is a prefix of min(v). Recall that
min(v,Bi) = min(v,Bi−1), min(ui,Bi) = min(ui,Bi−1) and that, using (c) in Bi−1 which is true by induction, we
have that min(ui,Bi−1) is a prefix of min(v,Bi−1). Then min(ui,Bi) is a prefix of min(v,Bi). The remaining part of
(c) is obvious, since the path from c(v) to v is unique. 
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The two first properties in this subsection state that the automata Bi are all deterministic, homogeneous and that
they accept all the suffixes of s. The third property states that the number of transitions on the path βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)]
is larger or equal to the number of transitions on β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)], in both versions of the algorithm: with a compact
or a non-compact suffix tree in entry.
Example 10. All the automata in Fig. 3 are deterministic and homogeneous. The suffixes of s corresponding to
removed branches are accepted using other branches, in another leaf: in B2, Suff s$(6) = abbbaba$ is accepted in
leaf (7) while in B5, Suff s$(6) is accepted in leaf (9). Notice also that the suffix corresponding to a strong leaf can be
accepted in a weak leaf: it is the case for Suff s$(10) = aba$ which is accepted in the strong leaf leaf (10) of B1 and
in the weak leaf leaf (11) of B2.
Example 11. In B1 the number of transitions on βk2 [u2 . . . leaf (k2)] and on β0[u′2 . . . leaf (L2)] are the same (namely
10) in the non-compact version of the algorithm, while they are 3 and 2 respectively in the compact version of the
algorithm.
Claim 3. The following properties hold:
(a) The automaton Bi (i  0) is deterministic and homogeneous.
(b) In Bi (i  0), for each suffix number k ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m + 1}, Suff s$(k) is accepted in a leaf.
(c) In Bi−1, |βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)]| |β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)]| (in both versions of the Algorithm CompreST, with compact
or non-compact suffix tree).
Proof of Claim 3. We prove (a) by induction on the number i of the current step. When i = 0 the automaton Bi is
ST(s) which is by definition deterministic and homogeneous.
Now, assuming Claim 3(a) holds for Bi−1, it is easy to note that Bi will be deterministic, since each state in Bi
keeps the outgoing transitions it had in Bi−1.
To show that Bi is homogeneous, we have to show that in Bi−1 the transition incoming to u′i along the main
branch is labeled γi (see Fig. 7). This is easy too, since the word read along the main branch is always s$.
Since βki [xi . . . leaf (ki)] is a suffix of min(leaf (ki)), and thus of s (by Claim 2(a)), and since βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)] =
β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)] by Claim 1(c), the characters on the transitions incoming to ui and u′i respectively must be the
same.
To show (b), we first prove the two following statements (see Fig. 8):
(P2) Let t ′ be a suffix number of Bi−1. Denote v′ the branching state of βt ′ and β0 in Bi−1 and assume that v′ is a
state of the path β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)]. Then the branch t = t ′ + (ki − Li) is a branch of Bi−1 whose branching
state v with βki has the properties: βki [ui . . . v] = β0[u′i . . . v′] and βt [v . . . leaf (t)] = βt ′ [v′ . . . leaf (t ′)].
(P3) Suff s$(t ′) is still accepted by Bi , in leaf (t).
Fig. 8. Step i in Algorithm CompreST. The thin arrows are paths, while the thick arrows are transitions.
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We start with (P2). According to Remark 2 one has t ′ > Li in Bi−1. Consider the most recently contracted state,
ui−1. By Claim 1(b) we deduce that ui−1 is the deepest contracted state on the main branch. Therefore, v′ is either
deeper than ui−1 along β0, or equal to ui−1 (and this latter possibility only appears if ui−1 = u′i = v′). Thus, by Claim
2(c) we have:
(1)Suff s$(Li) = min(v′)β0
[
v′ . . . leaf (Li)
]= sLi sLi+1 . . . sLi+lm(v′)−1β0
[
v′ . . . leaf (Li)
]
,
(2)Suff s$(t ′) = min(v′)βt ′
[
v′ . . . leaf (t ′)]= st ′st ′+1 . . . st ′+lm(v′)−1βt ′
[
v′ . . . leaf (t ′)]
so that Suff s$(Li) and Suff s$(t ′) have their lm(v′) first characters in common, but not the (lm(v′) + 1)th (see Fig. 9).
Furthermore, |βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)]| = |β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)]| |β0[v′ . . . leaf (Li)]|, so that we have successively
m + 2 − ki − lm(ui)m + 2 − Li − lm(v′)
m + 2 − ki −
(
lm(xi) + 1
)
m + 2 − Li − lm(v′)
(3)Li + lm(v′) ki + lm(xi) + 1 > ki,
while ki > Li by definition. Thus Li < ki < Li + lm(v′) and ki can be written like ki = Li + r , with r = ki − Li <
lm(v′) (see Fig. 9). Also denote t = t ′ + r and notice that according to the equations (1), (2)
Suff s$(ki) = ski ski+1 . . . ski+lm(v′)−r−1β0
[
v′ . . . leaf (Li)
]
,
Suff s$(t) = st st+1 . . . st+lm(v′)−r−1βt ′
[
v′ . . . leaf (t ′)]
so that Suff s$(ki) and Suff s$(t) have their lm(v′) − r characters identical (but not the (lm(v′) − r + 1)th character).
Now (see Fig. 8), since Bi−1 is deterministic by (a), there is a unique state v where the reading of the common word
ski ski+1 . . . ski+lm(v′)−r−1 = st st+1 . . . st+lm(v′)−r−1 ends. Since lm(v′) − (ki − Li) > lm(xi) by (3), v is situated on
βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)]. Moreover, we have lm(v) = lm(v′)− (ki −Li), otherwise according to Claim 2(c) we deduce that
min(leaf (ki)) would be shorter than Suff s$(ki). This would contradict Claim 2(a).
In addition,
∣
∣βki [ui . . . v]
∣
∣= ∣∣βki
[
ui . . . leaf (ki)
]∣∣− ∣∣βki
[
v . . . leaf (ki)
]∣∣
= ∣∣β0
[
u′i . . . leaf (Li)
]∣∣− (m + 2 − ki − lm(v)
)
= ∣∣β0
[
u′i . . . leaf (Li)
]∣∣− (m + 2 − Li − lm(v′)
)
= ∣∣β0
[
u′i . . . leaf (Li)
]∣∣− ∣∣β0
[
v′ . . . leaf (Li)
]∣∣
(4)= ∣∣β0[u′i . . . v′]
∣∣.
The following equality also holds because of t = t ′ + r = t ′ + (ki − Li) and lm(v) = lm(v′) − (ki − Li):
∣∣βt
[
v . . . leaf (t)]∣∣= m + 2 − t − lm(v) = m + 2 − t ′ − (ki − Li) − lm(v′) + (ki − Li)
(5)= m + 2 − t ′ − lm(v′) = ∣∣βt ′
[
v′ . . . leaf (t ′)]∣∣.
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of the same length (and are therefore identical), we deduce that βki [ui . . . v] = β0[u′i . . . v′] and βt [v . . . leaf (t)] =
βt ′ [v′ . . . leaf (t ′)].
We will now prove property (P3). As mentioned above and because of Claim 2(c), in Bi−1:
Suff s$(t ′) = min(v′)βt ′
[
v′ . . . leaf (t ′)]= min(u′i )β0[u′i . . . v′]βt ′ [v′ . . . t ′].
Once the contraction is performed, the path P0 which allowed to read min(u′i ) in Bi−1 still exists in Bi , but its length
is greater than min(ui) (since lm(ui) < lm(u′i ) by Claim 2(b)). Thus, in Bi the path P = P0β0[ui . . . v]βt [v . . . t] allows
to recognize Suff s$(t ′), using affirmation (P2).
We can now easily finish the proof of (b) by induction on i. When i = 0, Bi = ST(s) and the affirmation is obviously
true.
If we assume the affirmation is true in Bi−1, then by (P3) the suffixes which were accepted in each removed leaf
leaf (t ′) of Bi−1 will be accepted by Bi in leaf (t ′ + (ki − Li)).
Similarly, the suffixes which were accepted by Bi−1 in leaf (ki) and leaf (Li) will be accepted by Bi in leaf (Li+1).
Finally, consider the suffixes accepted in some leaf (t ′′) such that t ′′ exists both in Bi−1 and in Bi . They will be
accepted in the same leaf leaf (t ′′) of Bi .
The proof of (c) is easy too. In the non-compact version of the algorithm, the choice of u′ in function bend implies
the equality of |βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)]| and |β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)]|. In the compact version, every branch t ′ of Bi−1 which
has its branching state v′ with β0 on the path β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)] is removed during the contraction in Bi−1. By (P2),
to each such branching state v′ corresponds a branching state v on βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)]. Consequently, the number of
states along β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)] in Bi−1 does not exceed the number of states on βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)]. Affirmation (c)
follows. 
5. Main theorem
Recall that Algorithm CompreST works similarly on compact and non-compact suffix trees. When the compact
suffix tree is considered, the final automaton could have (along the main branch) transitions labeled by a word of
length 2 or more. We assume in the remaining of the paper that B(s) is obtained after expanding each such transition
into a path whose transitions are labeled one character each.
In this section we prove:
Theorem 1. The automaton B(s) built by Algorithm CompreST for a given sequence s is the suffix oracle SO(s) of s.
Recall that Algorithm CompreST works similarly on compact and non-compact suffix trees. When the compact
suffix tree is considered, the final automaton could have transitions labeled by a word (instead of a character). We
assume:
To this end, we assume that the m + 1 states of B(s), as well as the m + 1 states of SO(s) are denoted 0,1, . . . ,m
such that the internal transitions are (i, si+1, i + 1) in both cases (i = 0, . . . ,m− 1). As in [1], denote by poccur(w, s)
the last position of the first occurrence of the word w in s.
For each state x, denote minSO(x) and minB(x) the minimum word whose reading by the automaton SO(s) and
B(s) respectively ends in x. Then, if x is a state of SO(s), we have x = poccur(minSO(x), s) [1].
We first need two claims. The first one is implicit in [1] and can be easily deduced using the property x =
poccur(minSO(x), s).
Claim 4. (See [1].) In the factor/suffix oracle, if x < u are two states and γ ∈ Σ , then there exists a transition (x, γ,u)
if and only if u = poccur(minSO(x)γ, s).
Claim 5. In the automaton B(s), if x < u are two states and γ ∈ Σ , then there exists a transition (x, γ,u) if and only
if u = poccur(minB(x)γ, s).
Proof of Claim 5. Recall that, according to Algorithm CompreST, the word read along β0 is s$ in all the automata Bi .
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transforms Bi−1 into Bi . Then the current automaton is Bi−1 and x = xi, u = ui and γ = γi (see Fig. 8). By Claim
2(a) the minimum length word whose reading ends in xi is unique. By Claim 1(b) this word will not be changed in
the next steps (which contract states deeper than xi ), so that this word is necessarily minB(xi). Moreover, since Bi−1
is deterministic by Claim 3(a), there is exactly one transition in Bi−1 outgoing from xi and labeled γi : the one on βki .
By Claim 2(a) and (c) we have that
Suff s$(ki) = min
(
leaf (ki)
)= minB(xi)βki
[
xi . . . leaf (ki)
]
= minB(xi)γiβki
[
ui . . . leaf (ki)
]= minB(xi)γiβ0
[
u′i . . . leaf (Li)
]
.
Consequently, since Suff s$(ki) is a suffix of s$, which is read along β0, we deduce that one can read on β0 just before
u′i the word minB(xi)γi , and also that this occurrence of minB(xi)γi in s$ starts in position ki . One has to show that
this is the first occurrence of minB(xi)γi in s$ (and thus in s).
By contradiction, if this is not the case, then another occurrence of minB(xi)γi exists in s$ in position k′ < ki . By
Claim 3(a) we have that Bi−1 is deterministic, thus the path U which accepts Suff s$(k′) contains ui and uses the path
P which spells minB(xi). Then, by Claim 3(b), Suff s$(k′) is accepted in a leaf leaf (j) (with j  ki ) in the subtree of
ui . But then Suff s$(k′) =Suff s$(j). Indeed, by Claim 2(a), Suff s$(j) also uses P and the unique path going from ui
to Suff s$(j). Obviously, this is not possible since k′ < ki  j and thus |Suff s$(k′)| > |Suff s$(j)|.
“⇐”: Let u = poccur(minB(x)γ, s). By Claim 3(b), all the suffixes of s are accepted by B(s), and thus the suffix of
s starting in position u − |minB(x)γ | + 1, which begins with minB(x)γ , is accepted too. Since B(s) is deterministic,
there must exist a transition outgoing from x (where minB(x) is read) and labeled γ . If u = x + 1, the transition is
internal and we are done. If u > x + 1, the transition must be external. According to the affirmation “⇒” proved
above, the end state of this transition is necessarily u. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Denote SO[0 . . . x] (B[0 . . . x] respectively) the partial automaton obtained from SO(s) (from
B(s) respectively) by removing all states y with y > x and all transitions incident to such a state. We show by induction
on the state x  0 that:
(P4) The following properties hold for each x ∈ {0,1, . . . , |s|}:
(ix ) SO[0 . . . x] is identical to B[0 . . . x];
(iix ) the transitions outgoing from the state x are exactly the same in the two automata.
When x = 0, (ix) is obviously true and minSO(x) = minB(x) = λ (the empty word). By Claims 4 and 5, both in
SO(s) and B(s), for each γ ∈ Σ which appears in s there is a transition labeled γ from x to the minimum state u such
that su = γ . All these transitions are external, except for the case γ = s1. Affirmation (iix) is then proved.
Assume the affirmations (ix′) and (iix′) are true for x′ = 0,1,2, . . . , x − 1 and let us prove them for x  1. By
(iix′), all the transitions outgoing from states x′ < x and incoming to states u′  x are the same, so that (ix) holds.
Consequently, minSO(x) = minB(x) and thus, by Claims 4 and 5, affirmation (iix) holds. Property (P4) is proved.
The states and the transitions of B(s) and SO(s) are thus identical. To conclude that the two automata are identical,
one has to show that the final states are the same. Recall that Bh is the last automaton built in the while loop of
Algorithm CompreST. Then B(s) is obtained from Bh by removing some leaves and marking their parents as final.
By Claim 3(b), in Bh every suffix of s$ is accepted in a leaf of Bh, which is either weak (since the while loop is
finished) or is leaf (Lh+1). Thus, according to the algorithm, every suffix of s is accepted by B(s) in a final state.
Conversely, a state of B(s) is final only if it is the parent of a weak leaf of Bh or of leaf (Lh+1); each of these leafs
ends the recognition of at least one suffix of s$. Thus the final states of B(s) are the same as those of SO(s). This
finishes the proof of Theorem 1. 
The two corollaries below allow to estimate the number of external arcs in B(s) (and thus in SO(s)). The second
one gives a new proof of an already known result.
Corollary 1. The number of external transitions in SO(s) is upper bounded by the number of maximal suffixes of s.
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yields an external transition in B(s) during the algorithm. Each other leaf (but the leaf 1) is either bent (and thus it
gives an external transition) or is removed during the contractions. 
Corollary 2. (See [1].) The total number of transitions TSO(s) of SO(s) satisfies |s| TSO(s) 2|s| − 1.
Proof of Corollary 2. This can be easily proved using Corollary 1 and the remark that s can have at most |s| − 1
maximal suffixes. 
6. Complexity results
In this section we assume that ST(s) is implemented in its compact version, and that the construction of the
automata Bi preserves the compactness of the branches.
Theorem 2. Algorithm CompreST runs in O(|s|).
Proof of Theorem 2. The number of operations the algorithm performs before and after the while loop is clearly
linear. In the while loop (which is executed at most |s| − 1 times), only two tasks need more than a constant time to
be executed: finding xi and finding u′i (notice that β0 does not need to be explicitly computed). We show that globally
(over all the executions of the while loop), each of these tasks needs linear time. To do this, we will use the following
result, where Bh denotes the last automaton built in the while loop of Algorithm CompreST:
(P5) With lpath(ki) = |βki [h(ki) . . . leaf (ki)]| (i = 1, . . . , h), we have that Σhi=1lpath(ki) is in O(|s|).
To prove (P5), consider Bi−1 and recall that, by Claim 1(a), xi = h(ki) and lpath(ki) is the same in Bi−1 and in
B0 = ST(s). Then lpath(ki) is the length of the path βki [h(ki) . . . leaf (ki)] in ST(s). If we consider this path back-
wards, we obtain a walk in ST(s) starting with leaf (ki) and going backward on βki until a branch with smaller number
is encountered. Now,
∑h
i=1 lpath(ki) is the total length of the backward walks along all the paths βki [h(ki) . . . leaf (ki)]
(i = 1,2, . . . , h) in ST(s). It is easy to see that these walks are equivalent (up to the traversal of the branch β1) to a
depth first traversal of ST(s) where the children of each node are considered in increasing order. The global time
needed to perform this is thus linear, if we consider that the implementation uses the compact suffix tree. Property
(P5) is proved.
Now we consider the two tasks identified above. To perform them in linear time, one needs a preliminary treatment
of ST(s) in order to compute lpath(j) (2 j  h), and the length lm(v) of min(v) for every state v of ST(s). Accord-
ing to Claims 1(a) and 2(a) respectively, these values remain constant in the other automata Bi built by the algorithm.
The values lpath(j) (2 j  h) and lm(v) (v is a state of ST(s)) are easily computed using a depth-first traversal of
ST(s).
Finding xi . By Claim 1(a), a backwards traversal of βki starting with leaf (ki) and using lpath(ki) transitions will
stop on xi = h(ki). Using (P5), the backwards traversals to find all the values xi need linear time.
Finding u′i . Notice that βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)] and β0[u′i . . . leaf (Li)] are both suffixes of s$. Then it is sufficient to
compute the length l = lm(leaf (ki)) − lm(ui) of the word spelled by βki [ui . . . leaf (ki)] and to identify the state
u′i using a backwards traversal of β0 until the needed length l is reached. This traversal takes at most lpath(ki) =|βki [xi . . . leaf (ki)]| steps by Claim 3(c). Property (P5) finishes the proof. 
7. Conclusion and perspectives
We proposed in this paper a compression method for (compact) suffix trees yielding a very space economical
automaton which turns out to be the (compact) factor/suffix oracle.
This method is topology-based, that is, it does not use at all the labels of the transitions. A possible interpretation
is that the topology of the suffix tree alone is a quite precise representation of the structural organization of the text.
The compression method preserves at each step the structural features which are essential in the construction of the
factor/suffix oracle.
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they are deterministic and homogeneous, each suffix is accepted in a leaf, the minimum word accepted in each state
is unique etc. Each of these intermediate automata can be seen as an approximation either of the suffix tree, or of
the factor/suffix oracle; so that we can imagine stopping, if needed, the compression at an intermediate level where
an optimal compromise between compaction and factor recognition efficiency is reached. Moreover, as the loss of
precision in factor recognition can be quantified at each step, it may be possible to characterize sequences where the
loss of precision is moderate during the compaction algorithm. In the zero-loss particular case, each pair of merged
nodes has isomorphical subtrees. The final automaton B(s) is then a finite-state machine with minimum number of
states accepting (exclusively) the suffixes of the text: this is the definition of a suffix automaton. The zero-loss case
thus concerns the texts for which the suffix automaton and the suffix oracle are identical.
Our compression method allows to have a concrete and progressive explanation of the language approximation.
A deep analysis of the way each merging acts upon the accepted language should possibly allow to obtain a more ex-
plicit characterization of the language. The advantages of obtaining a new characterization are manifold; for instance,
obtaining statistical results on the number of words accepted by the factor/suffix oracle or solving the conjecture in [1]
asserting that the BOM algorithm is optimal on average.
We also obtained (Corollary 1) an estimation of the maximum number of transitions in a factor/suffix oracle which
is more precise that the initial one [1]. It can be easily seen, using our compression method, that this maximum is rarely
reached. Obtaining an estimation of the average number of transitions in a factor/suffix oracle is another problem that
might be suitably approached using our method. This question was first raised in [1].
Finally, our transformation algorithm of a suffix tree into a factor/suffix oracle is linear, and better than the other
algorithms for the same problem. If we start with a compact suffix tree, the final automaton Bh is the compact ver-
sion of the factor/suffix oracle, where the states with degree exactly 2 are discarded. The linear algorithm to build a
factor/suffix tree proposed in [1] does not allow to obtain directly the compact factor/suffix oracle.
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